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SLIDING WINDOW / DOOR
A door / window that opens by sliding instead of swinging, it
provides a large glass view and natural light. However, the
opening of this window and door will not be at its maximum. For
a two panels window, the opening is 50%.

SLIDE & FOLD
A combination of slide and swing, the ﬁrst panel will have to be
swing open before collapsing the others panel to the side by
sliding. It is designed to provide quick and easy space division
with a pleasing visual appearance and acoustic performance.

STACKAWAY
Stackaway system ﬂexibility and functionality allows
maximum space creation through the use of individually
moving panel that can be neatly stacked and hidden away.

SWING
Similar to a casement window function that swing out, the two
adjoining door that has glass panels are hinged at opposite
sides so that they can be opened in the middle, allowing
maximum opening.

CASEMENT WINDOW
A window that is attached to its frame, held open using
stay/hinges. They are used singly or in pairs within a common
frame, in which case they are hinged on the outside. Casement
acoustic performance and ventilation.

Straightaway 200A
Top Hung sliding hardware for Aluminium or Timber door up to 200kg.

DOORS

SLIDING

Characteristic:
Strong Aluminium track
Quality proven hardware
Concealed guiding
Easy ﬁt side ﬁx brackets

Speciﬁcation:
Max Weight: 200Kg
Max Height: 2500mm
Max Width: 1500mm
Door Thickness: 40-44mm

A door that opens by sliding instead of
swinging, it provides a large glass view
and natural light. However, the opening
of this door will not be at its maximum.

DOOR

Other Product: Stackaway 100A, 400A, 600A
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Straightaway 200A/GL
Top Hung sliding hardware for frameless glass door with top rail.

Characteristic:
Strong aluminium track
Quality proven hardware
Slimline rail with glass bolt through
Clip-on cover plate
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Speciﬁcation:
Max Weight: 200Kg
Max Height: 2500mm
Max Width: 1500mm
Glass: 10-12mm toughened (15mm option available)
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Straightaway 200A/GL

GOS Series

GIESSE GOS Series: High performance sliding sash system, catering towards high end
luxury and comfort living standard.

Characteristic:
Air Tightness
Water Tightness
Nosie Reduction
Wind Resistance
Thermal Insulation
Intrusion Security

Advantages:
High Performance
Excellent Water Drainage >8litre/min
Modularity
Reduce stock and increased production ﬂexibility
Competitiveness
Combine the functional advantages of Sliding
window/door but with the features of casement system
Reliability
Corrosion-proof Material
Aesthetics and design

Other Product: Stackaway 100A/GL, 400A/GL, 600A/GL
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GOS-S HD
Air Tightness: A4
Water Tightness: 1050 Pa
Wind Resistance: up to 3000 Pa Design pressure
Thermal Insulation: Uw = 1,5 W/m2K
Nosie Reduction: -40 dB

Max:

Max:

300kg
300kg
/Panel /Panel
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GOS-S
Air Tightness: Class A4
Water Tightness: Up to 1050Pa
Nosie Reduction: 40dB
Wind Resistance: Up to 3000Pa
Thermal Insulation: Uw<1.8W/mqK
Intrusion Security: Class 2

Max:
Max:

200kg
200kg
/Panel
/Panel
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Essenza

GOS-SL
Sash Weight -35% of GOS – S
Glass Thickness up to 22mm

ESSENZA

Max:
Frame Width: 86,0mm
Sash thickness: 30,5mm
/Panel
Maximum load:
Window - 60kg
Door - 120kg
Maximum aluminium thickness: 1,5mm
Noise Reduction: with glass 42dB - 36dB
Performances following CE EN 14351:
Air - A4
Water - 600Pa
Wind - 1800Pa
Maximum sash surface: 3,0m2
Hardware technology: European groove
Glazing system: Insertion glazing

120kg
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combination of both unique and stylish design
(frameless sash, both on the internal and external side;
creates a full glazed surface) plus unbeatable
performance (GOS-S System), is much sought after for
any designer home.
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Vistafold 70A/T

DOORS

FOLDING
A combination of slide and swing, the
ﬁrst panel will have to be swing open
before collapsing the others panel to
the side by sliding. It is designed to
provide quick and easy space division
with a pleasing visual appearance and
acoustic performance.

Vistafold System – A revolutionary bottom rolling slide-fold system for outdoor weather
facing Aluminium/Timber door.

Characteristic:
Fully Weatherproof system (Tested to
AAAMSA A1)
Slimline track for easy cleaning
Flexible sizes, highly weather-resistant
Non corrosive hardware
Odd & Even panel is achievable
Aesthetically pleasing
Concealed tracks and overhead
channels when doors are closed

Speciﬁcation:
Max Weight: 90Kg
Max Height: 2700mm
Max Width: 900mm
Hardware ﬁts standard 44mm shopfront door
proﬁle with Vistafold frames
Recommend: 2,3,4 or max 5 leaves hinged
together
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Vistafold 70A/T

DOORS
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Stackaway system ﬂexibility and
functionality allows maximum space
creation through the use of individually
moving panel that can be neatly
stacked and hidden away.
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Stackaway 100A/GL
Stackaway 100GL is a top hung sliding and stacking system for frameless glass doors not
exceeding 100kg. The system features a slim rail with bolt through glass and a strong
aluminium top track.

10-12 TSG

10-12 TSG

Characteristic:

44
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Speciﬁcation:

No ﬂoor channel required
Aluminium Top Track
Slim rail with glass bolt through
Flexible layout designs

Other Product: Stackaway 150GL
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The system allows ﬂexible layout designs, and no ﬂoor channels are required.

Max Weight: 100kg
Max Height: 2400mm
Max Width: 1000mm
Glass: Tempered 10/12mm
(15mm option available)

*Available in both framed and frameless
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Stackaway 150 A/GL
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Stackaway 150 is a top hung sliding and stacking system for aluminium and timber doors
not exceeding 150kg. The system features quality proven hardware and a strong aluminium
top track.

No Floor Channel required
Aluminium Top Track
Non-corrosive hardware
Clip-on rebate
Flexible layout design

Speciﬁcation:
Max Weight: 150kg
Max Height: 3500mm
Max Weight: 1200mm
Door Thickness: 44-66mm

Other Product: Stackaway 100
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Characteristic:
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The systems allow ﬂexible layout design, and no ﬂoor channels are required.

*Available in both framed and frameless
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GOS C52
GOS-C 52 system is the best solution for the construction of doors/windows with small
dimension proﬁle combining with acoustic insulation function.

Performances:

DOORS

Air tightness: Class A4
Water Tightness: Up to 900Pa
Wind Resistance: B4
Nosie Reduction
32dB
3.2w/msqK

Dimension:
Frame: 52mm
Sash: 62mm
Polyamie thermal bar: 16mm
Glass Fin: 22mm
Door proﬁle Thickness: 2mm
Min-Max Glass Thickness: 5-36mm

SWING
Two adjoining door that has glass
panels are hinged at opposite sides so
that they can be opened in the middle,
allowing maximum opening.
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WINDOWS
A window that is attached to its frame,
held open using stay/hinges. They are
used singly or in pairs within a common
frame, in which case they are hinged on
the outside. Casement acoustic
performance and ventilation.

OS Operator
Revolutionizing the appearance and performance of Out-Swing Windows. “2 step”
window opening/closing can now be operated with just “1 step”

Characteristic:
3 functions combined into 1 piece of hardware
180 degree movement of a single cremone handle, user can now
open and close a window
engage and disengage multiple locking points
insure security and safety with limited opening
Frame-mounted handle, screens are ﬂat – and wickets are just a memory
Reduce air inﬁltration
Higher water performance resistance

Speciﬁcation:
Min/Max window opening: 152mm-172mm
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GOS C32
GOS-C 32 is the system with small sized frame and Euro Groove, which in combination
with innovative hardware allows to produce many diﬀerent typologies of doors and
windows (inward and outward), to meet every need of residential buildings.

Type of Doors/Window:
Inward opened with one/two sashes
with lateral ﬁxed
Inward opened tilt with one/two
sashes with lateral ﬁxed
Top/Bottom Hung
External side hung casement with
lateral ﬁxed
Internal balcony door one/two sashes
with lateral ﬁxed and transom
ﬁxed/opening
Pivot vertically/horizontally

Classiﬁcation:
Air tightness: A4
Water tightness: 450Pa
Acoustic insulation: -34dB

Outswing Opening
(Window)

Outswing Opening
(Balcony Door)
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Jalousie
The all new ventilation system for verandas and terraces; the possibility of airing without
requiring the typical space with sash open.

Characteristic:
Ventilation plus security
Fixed frame with adjustable number of slats.
Cremone handle can be set to diﬀerent opening.
Slat can be of any material (Aluminium, Glass,
and Wood)
Quick and easy to fabricate and install with
Giesse accessories
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Speciﬁcation:
Max Width: 700mm
Max Height of Slat: 90mm
Max Thickness of Slat: 6mm
Max 6 Slat control by 1 cremone Handle
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C20
Electric actuator Topp, model C20 with double link articulated chain, contained in a suitable
casing, complete with support and ﬁtting accessories for top and bottom hung windows.
Rapid hooking system for the adjustment to the frame. CE marked device.

Speciﬁcation:
Max load: 300N
Min-Max Strokes: 240 or 360mm
Dimension: 362 x 48 x 34 mm
Weight of C20: 0.97Kg

ACK4
Electric actuator Topp model ACK4 with double-link made of STAINLEES steel, contained in
as die-cast body of aluminium alloy coated by epoxy powders, complete with support and
ﬁtting accessories for top and bottom hung windows.

Characteristic:
USA2 synchronisation unit available for
the simultaneously running of 2 actuators
on the same window
Protection degree of electric devices IP55
CE marked device complying with the
EN12101-2 standard for smoke and heat
evacuation.
Double-linked Stainless Steel Chain

Speciﬁcation:
Max load: 300N
Min-Max Strokes: 100-400mm
(50mm interval)
Min distance between actuator:
1500mm
Dimensions: 288, 5x83x47, 8mm
Weight of ACK4: 1.9Kg

Applications: bottom and top hung windows, domes, skylights
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Applications: bottom and top hung windows, domes, skylights
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